Weekly Mergers & Acquisitions Report

Description: The report provides a unique opportunity for monitoring any Mergers and Acquisitions deals activity in Frontier Markets by presenting relevant, reliable and complete information in a structured way. The overview is done on a weekly basis. The following regions are covered:

- Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan)
- Eastern Asia (Mongolia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Nepal)
- Eastern Europe (Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova)
- Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia)
- Africa (Botswana, Egypt, Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe)

A separate description of each M&A deal is provided with a short overview of companies involved. The report also includes monthly M&A deal trends in these markets, and breakdown of deals by industries. Transactions are analyzed both in terms of volume and value.

The report will be useful for both private and institutional investors, brokerage and investment firms, research and statistical centers.

Contents:
- Bank Ipak Yoli purchase shares of Baraka for 6.514bn soums p.6
- Domesco approved the transfer of shares by five existing shareholders to a new investor p.7
- Excalibur pays R37m for 1time's BEE stake p.8
- Agricultural holding Kernel completes purchase of Russian Oil p.9
- Imperial buys into German shipping firm p.10
- Naspers, Heunis sell MXit stake p.11
- PetroVietnam registers to sell 10pct stake in PVX for Hanshin priced at $1.2 each p.12
- Vietcombank to sell 15 pct stake to Mizuho p.13
- Caxton buys CSI shares for R136m p.14
- Imperial buys Lehnkering for $368m p.15
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